TRAMWAY SIGNALING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION
Elektroline tram signaling systems represent modern
technology for tramway networks of the 21st century.
Beginning with state-of-the-art point machines through
innovative radio tram-to-wayside communication system VETRA up to safety control electronics, Elektroline
proudly oﬀers a complete solution for tramway signaling
applications that is outstanding in its safety, ﬂexibility,
availability and very low requests on the maintenance.
All Elektroline tram signaling systems have been developed by our company and are produced by our company or our partners in Czech Republic.

Flexible custom-made solutions
Elektroline has its own design, manufacturing, and installation experts. We can therefore oﬀer you our solutions for projects from pure system delivery up to design-and-build or turn-key projects.
Our motto is oﬀering tailored custom-made solutions
perfectly covering your needs.

Safety integrity level
Elektroline tram signaling systems and point machines
have been assessed up to SIL 3 safety integrity level by
an independent German assessor.
SIL 3 safety level is currently the highest safety level
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commonly used for tramway systems and is widely accepted by most tramway operators.
Complete safety assessment can be provided even for
special custom-made signaling systems.

Integrated solution
In Elektroline, we understand that each client is diﬀerent. The Elektroline systems are designed in a way which
enables ﬂexible modular connections of the systems in
one integrated solution.
Elektroline signaling systems enable step-by-step implementation process within your tramway network without necessity for large investment at once.

Quality and knowledge
Maximum quality and maintenance-free solutions are
very important aspects when designing systems by Elektroline. Elektroline systems are equipped with remote
connectivity equipment which enables permanent online monitoring of the systems.
Moreover, we oﬀer detailed training to all users of Elektroline systems. We prefer to share the knowledge with
our clients so that the clients can use maximum features
the Elektroline signaling systems oﬀer.
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TRAM-TO-WAYSIDE

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

System highlights
O fast and reliable bidirectional data communication
O automatically sends commands to wayside control systems
O easy-to-install, suitable for all trams
O for tram speed up to 100 km/h
O can be installed on steel reinforcement
manual
direction
commands

unique
tram
ID number

destination
route code

VETRA

Elektroline tram-to-wayside communication system VETRA is modern sophisticated system for local transmission of data between trams and wayside systems.
It uses 2,4 GHz bidirectional radio communication between antenna installed on a tram and antenna installed
in the ground in track. The 2,4 GHz frequency ensures
very high communication speed and therefore enables
using the system for tram speed up to 100 km/h. All
transferred data are encrypted.
The ground VETRA antenna can be even installed in the
area of resonant track circuit or in area with steel reinforcement in the concrete which is a big advantage

tram delay
information

tram
onboard
computer

train
control unit
(TCU)

VETRA terminal keyboard
installed onboard the tram (in the driver’s cab)
main computer of the onboard VETRA system

onboard VETRA antenna
installed under the tram floor
(alternatively can be installed also on the tram roof)

onboard VETRA equipment

VETRA communication
bidirectional 2,4 GHz radio communication
encrypted data, resistant against disturbances

wayside VETRA equipment

ground VETRA antenna
installed in the tracks
(alternatively can be installed also on the contact line)

unique
location
ID number
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compared to low-frequency inductive vehicle-communication systems.
Due to very small dimensions of the system components,
its installation (both on vehicles and in the ground) is
very easy and ﬂexible.
Data transmitted between the tram and the wayside
systems are conﬁgurable and the communication protocol can be therefore adapted according to special requirements of the client.
The VETRA system oﬀers many ﬂexible applications and
it is therefore a very powerful system for modern tramway networks.

Ground VETRA antennae installed in track

VETRA system onboard interfaces
The onboard VETRA system can be easily connected
with any type of onboard computer by using a standard
RS-485 serial line.
By connecting the VETRA system with the onboard computer, you can use powerful communication possibilities
of the VETRA system directly by your onboard computer
and transmit information by using the VETRA system.
This function can be used for many purposes, e.g. transmitting of information about tram compliance with its
timetable.

Onboard VETRA terminal keyboard

Applications of the system

VETRA system wayside interfaces

The most commonly used applications are:

The VETRA communication system can be easily used
also for non-Elektroline wayside systems.

O automatic commanding of switch points
O automatic control system for tram depot
O tram priority system for traﬃc lights
O real-time system for localization of trams
O real-time passenger information system
O automatic speed-limit checking system

By using standard Elektroline VETRA interface unit, you
can make any of your wayside systems communicate
with trams equipped with the onboard VETRA system.
This makes implementation of the VETRA system even
easier as you can easily upgrade your existing systems
to be compatible with the VETRA system and implement
new technologies step-by-step.
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RESONANT

TRACK CIRCUITS

System highlights
O SIL 2 safety integrity level
O fail-safe detection of trams
O recognizes trams from road vehicles
O automatic tuning, self-tuning corrections
O fully digital with LCD touch screen tool
Elektroline resonant track circuits represent a way to securely detect presence of a tram in chosen area.

The main use of the system is for automatic switch control systems where reliable detection of tram presence
in the switch point area is critical in order to ensure that
the switch point will never be moved under a tram or
just in front of it.

Fail-safe tram detection
Resonant track circuits ensure fail-safe passive detection of tram presence you can rely on.
The system fulﬁls the SIL 2 safety integrity level by an independent German assessor according to the EN 61508
standard.
By combining more track circuits together, they can be
used for signaling systems up to SIL 3 safety level.

Principle of detection
The track circuit detects trams in two ways. At ﬁrst, it
detects short connection between left and right rail
caused by the axle of the tram. After the short connection is detected, the system remains blocked by detecting only presence of metal mass of the tram.
The track circuit is usually conﬁgured in order to detect
only trams and ignore all road vehicles (including buses
or trolleybuses). If required, the system can be conﬁgured to detect also the road vehicles.

Connecting a track circuit in the tracks
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Track circuit electronic units BRC

Flexible system
The track circuit can be conﬁgured in various ways in
order to ﬁt exact operational requirements. It can be
used as a simple metal detector or even to be sensitive
only on the short connection between left and right rail
caused by the axle of the tram.

characteristic on a graphical display of the BRC tester.
The BRC unit automatically evaluates parameters of
the track circuit and suggests optimal settings for it. For
ﬁne-tuning the system, you can always choose one of
the predeﬁned sensitivity settings or conﬁgure the sensitivity manually.

In order to react on changing weather conditions in the
track, the track circuit permanently evaluates its own
characteristics and slowly corrects its settings. You can
be therefore always sure that the track circuit will remain conﬁgured with the optimal settings.

Fully digital system
The track circuit electronic unit BRC is fully digital and
oﬀers a sophisticated graphical interface for measuring
and conﬁguring parameters of the detection.
When installing a new track circuit, you can automatically measure its parameters and see the frequency

Automatic conﬁguration of the track circuit

typical allowed length 2 - 16 meters (other dimensions on request)

capacitor

cable connection

connected in the middle

feeding of the resonant track circuit
special watertight cable connection

coaxial cables
cables to the BRC electronic unit

cable connection
feedback of the resonant track circuit
special watertight connection

short circuit cable
electrical short connection of the rails
beginning/end of track circuit

Cembre contact
certified technology
connects the cables to the rails
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AUTOMATIC

SWITCH CONTROL SYSTEM

System highlights
O SIL 3 safety integrity level
O fully automatic system
O real-time remote monitoring system via
GPRS or other network
O independent power supply from contact
wire can be used
O automatic switch heating system integrated (optional)

TSC

done by the tram driver.
For cities using other than the VETRA system for tramto-wayside communication, Elektroline can implement
necessary commands receiver directly in the TSC switch
control system.
The system oﬀers three basic methods of remote commanding the switch point from the trams:
O automatic route codes transmitted by trams
O direction commands transmitted by trams
O direction pushbuttons pressed by tram drivers

Elektroline system for automatic operation of tramway switch points enables fully automatic operation of
switch points within your tramway network.

In order to inform driver about actual status of the automatically controlled switch point, a custom-made point
position indicator is delivered as part of each switch
control system.

Thanks to intelligent tram-to-wayside communication
system VETRA, the switch point is moved automatically
into desired position without necessity for any action

Each point position indicator is designed in order to fulﬁl
demanding safety requirements and its proper function
is permanently automatically monitored.

resonant track circuit

point machine TSH

automatically blocks the switch point
SIL2 safety certified

sil3 safety certified
electro-hydraulic
600 V DC power supply possible (or other)
watertight, trailable

login VETRA antenna
receives commands from the trams
automatically blocks the switch point

switch control system TSC
manages all switch control equipment
SIL3 safety certified

GPRS / Internet connection
online connection to your computers
all history data stored at server
real-time monitoring of your switch points
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logout VETRA antenna
additional safety element
(optional)

point position indicator
fail-safe indication of switch position
various shapes and colors (custom-made)
LED symbols, power efficient

SIL 3 safety integrity level
Safety is guaranteed by two independent Elektroline
resonant track circuits (both SIL 2 or SIL 3) installed in
the switch point area. When any of the track circuits is
occupied by a tram, it is impossible to move the switch
point electrically.
Safety of the system has been assessed for SIL 3 safety
integrity level by an independent German assessor according to the EN 61508 standard.
When using the control system together with a SIL 3
point machine (e.g. Elektroline TSH point machine), Elektroline can provide a complete solution on SIL 3 safety
integrity level for automatic switch operation.

Automatic system for intelligent heating of switch point
can be implemented as part of the TSC switch control
system. Proper function of the heating can be monitored remotely as well as you can change parameters of
the heating process online.

Remote monitoring and memory
With Elektroline ProSys software, you get a powerful
graphical tool for real-time remote monitoring of all
switch point systems as well as convenient historical
data analysis functions by using GPRS wireless communication or some other type of external communication
(e.g. Ethernet).

Power supply and heating
The TSC switch control system can use power supply
directly from the overhead contact line (600-750 V DC)
and therefore save a lot of money on connecting the
system to the power distribution.
As Elektroline oﬀers also electro-hydraulic point machine which can get power supply from the overhead
contact line, you get a completely power-independent
solution.
Other power supply (e.g. 230 V AC) is also possible.

Elektroline ProSys: switch management software
This can be especially useful for eﬀective planning of
maintenance but also for doing detailed analysis in case
of any accident. All critical data from the system are permanently stored in the system memory (on ﬂash memory card) with 100ms period. All data are also backed-up
on Elektroline server or on server chosen by you.

Other interfaces

Electronic units of the TSC switch control system

The TSC switch control system can easily use any type of
external communication (GPRS, SMS, E-mail, Ethernet)
and can be interfaced with any type of central control
room within your tramway network.
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AUTOMATIC

TRAM SIGNALING SYSTEM

System highlights

Elektroline tram signaling system oﬀers very high safety
and availability of tramway operation in areas of tramway intersections and terminal stations.

O SIL 3 safety integrity level
O fully automatic system
O real-time remote monitoring system via
GPRS or other network
O safety of all switch points and tram routes
O extra safety in the switch point areas
O compatible also with the VETRA system

The system is based on combination of Elektroline resonant track circuits and tram-to-wayside communication
system VETRA. The system fulﬁls up to SIL 3 safety integrity level.
The signaling system is equipped with standard interfaces and can be therefore connected to any central
control room via optical network or other communication infrastructure. It can be therefore easily integrated
within existing tramway network.

mechanical point machine
trailing point device
watertight and maintenance-free system

point ma

sil3 safety certified,
600 V DC power supply p
wat

logout confirmation
confirms detection of leaving tram
verifies safe-encrypted tram ID numbers

first logout track circuit
detects leaving tram (from the controlled area)
fail-safe certified tram detection system

login confirmation

blocking/login

confirms detection of entering tram

comb

login VETRA antenna
receives commands from incoming trams
uses safe-encrypted tram ID numbers

point position indicator
fail-safe indication of switch position
various shapes and colors (custom-made)
LED symbols, power efficient

signaling system cabinet
manages signals within the controller area
moves the switch points in desired position
ensures safety in the controlled area
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blocking track circuit
additional safety blocking of the switch point
additional hardware safety element

Especially for new tramway networks or for tramway
networks without existing central control room, Elektroline can deliver also real-time visualization software for
line dispatcher which markedly improves comfort and
safety of the operation.
Design and performance of the system is custom-made
for every customer in order to respect local operation
rules when respecting very high safety requirements.

Custom-made LED signals

Maximum ﬂexibility and safety is achieved while using
the VETRA communication system as part of the signaling system. However, Elektroline can interface the signaling system also with other communication systems.

stop/proceed signal
fail-safe proceed authorization
various shapes and colors (custom-made)
LED symbols, power efficient

achine TSH

electro-hydraulic
possible (or other)
tertight, trailable

n/logout track circuit

bined application of one track circuit

bidirectional track
this place enables entering and leaving the controlled area

Elektroline signaling system in Athens, Greece
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TRAM

DEPOT CONTROL SYSTEMS

System highlights
O fast entering and leaving the depot
O fully automatic system
O double safety guaranteed by combination
of resonant track circuits and the VETRA system
O visual software environment: real-time
visualization and historical data analysis
O reliable and maintenance-free system
Elektroline automatic depot control system brings a
complete solution for safe and reliable operation of
modern tram depots.
With the Elektroline system, the trams can enter or
leave the depot in minimum time thanks to intelligent
system of automatic tram routes that ensures that all
switches are moved automatically according to tram desired destination.

Safety
Safety of the operation is guaranteed by combination of
resonant track circuits and Elektroline tram-to-wayside

Semi-automatic depot control system (Turkey)
communication system VETRA.
For maximum safety of the operation, SIL 2 or SIL 3 safety resonant track circuits are used directly in the switch
point areas. The control system is equipped with hardware safety circuits to prevent moving a switch point in
case any tram is present in the area of the switch point.

Real-time visualization
All important information about the operation in the
depot is available to the depot dispatcher in the real
time on visualization screens.

Elektroline can prepare a custom-made depot control system starting from the design of the complete solution
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The visualization screens provide a powerful tool for
managing the eﬀective traﬃc in the tram depot. All
trams are visualized at their actual position in the real
time.
When trams are moving in the depot, you can see them
moving on the visualization screen in the real time.
Moreover, all data from the system are stored in the
history memory and can be analysed anytime by using
sophisticated Elektroline software. This can be helpful
for analysing of traﬃc eﬃciency as well as for analysing
causes of an accident.
Fully-automatic depot control system (Prague)

Customized system
Elektroline depot control systems are custom-made according to client requirements. From basic switch control systems up to complicated depot management systems, Elektroline provides wide range of solutions for
eﬀective and safe automatic operation of tram depots.

Custom-made depot visualization screen (Italy)

Moreover, Elektroline depot control system can be easily interfaced with other systems present in the depot
(automatic doors opening, overhead contact line power
status, etc.). These systems can be even integrated in
the visualization software and their status can be visualized for the depot dispatcher.

Automatic parking plan
For maximum ﬂuency of the operation, all movements
can be pre-programmed in advance in the visual software environment. The depot dispatcher can create a
parking plan before the trams actually start arriving in
the depot (usually during the day).
When the trams start entering the depot (usually in the
evening), the system uses the predeﬁned parking plan
and all routes are created automatically.
Elektroline VETRA system is used for selective detection
of trams entering the depot (reading ID numbers of the
incoming trams) for purposes of the automatic system.

Complete system including Elektroline point machines
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TRAM

PRIORITY SYSTEMS

System highlights
O reliable tram detection system
O maintenance-free contact-less solution
O very easy installation, modular system
O suitable for tram speed up to 100 km/h
O RS485 data communication saves a lot of
cables (only one cable to each side from the
junction is needed)
Elektroline tram priority system helps you to speed up
your trams and make them more attractive to more passengers. The system reliably detects trams approaching
traﬃc lights managed junctions and provides necessary
information to the traﬃc controller in order to ensure
full or selective priority to the trams.
Reliable tram detection is based on Elektroline tram-to-

Outstanding reliability
The system is based on very reliable tram detection
system VETRA which provides information about approaching trams at precisely deﬁned positions. At the
moment an approaching tram is detected, the traﬃc
controller has always enough time to clear the junction
and prepare the priority for the tram.
The VETRA detection system ensures reliable tram detection for tram speed up to 100 km/h.

Maintenance-free system
Thanks to the contact-less tram detection system VETRA, the system is very reliable and requires hardly any
maintenance.

link to next junction

stopline detector

detectors can be shared by more junctions
linked by RS485 data connection
(optional)

tram has entered the junction area

exit detector

advance detector

the junction is clear of tram
cars can be allowed in the junction
(optional)

incoming tram (advance warning)

VETRA concentrator
receives data from the VETRA detectors
communicates with the traffic controller

GPRS / Internet connection
online connection to your computers
all history data stored at server
real-time monitoring of the system
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wayside communication system VETRA which gathers
information from all trams approaching the junction at
precisely known positions.

traffic controller
non-Elektroline system

interface
voltage-free outputs
compatible with all traffic controllers

Elektroline tram priority system (United Kingdom)
For making the troubleshooting as easy as possible,
the system can be equipped with a small touch screen
which monitors proper function of all tram detection
points and can report eventual incidents.

Flexible and modular system
With Elektroline tram priority systems, you will be able
to ﬁnd a solution for any type of junction. Even for the
most complicated situations, the system is equipped
with a sophisticated conﬁguration software which allows you to provide exactly the right information to the
traﬃc controller.

Tramway level crossings
Technology of the tram priority systems is used also for
building complete systems of level crossings. These systems ensure complete safety of a tramway level crossing including warning lights for road vehicles and pedestrians and eventually also set of barriers to add extra
protection to the level crossing.
Safety of the tramway level crossings is ensured by combination of VETRA tram detection system and SIL 2 or
SIL 3 safety resonant track circuits. The ﬁnal solution is
always custom-made in order to meet local standards
and regulations.

System uses universal outputs compatible with any type
of traﬃc controller.

Tram localization system anywhere
Moreover, the tram priority system can be used as part
of network-wide tram localization system. By using a ﬁber-glass network or even a wireless network or a public
mobile phones network, you can send data about detected trams to a central localization system which can
provide this information to any third-party system.
This solution enables using one system for more purposes and can even provide necessary information for implementing a real-time passenger information system.

Tram detection system control electronics
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PASSENGER

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Elektroline VETRA system can be very easily used for implementing a real-time passenger information system
within your tramway network.

It is a good idea to let the information system earn some
extra money for you by providing attractive space for
commercials.

The VETRA system provides very accurate information
about position of all trams within the network (automatic vehicle localization system). All positioning information is gathered by a central server. The central server can therefore calculate estimated time to arrival for
all trams at all tram stops. This information is provided
by the central server to the tram stops and visualized on
information panels installed on the chosen tram stops.

Elektroline information screens can display static or dynamic text, any type of graphics and even visualizations
or video to the passengers waiting at the tram stops.

Flexible visualization
Elektroline uses special type of LCD panels with excellent visibility designed for outside installation. The LCD
panels can display all information about approaching
trams, additional traﬃc information, but also other
customized information like weather forecast, news, or
even commercials.

Effective tram localization
One of the biggest beneﬁts of the Elektroline passenger
information system is the possibility to use other existing systems within the tramway network as part of the
passenger information system.
In your tram network, do you have automatically
controlled switch points? And what about junctions
equipped with tram priority system? All these systems
can provide valuable tram detection information to you.
It is an excellent idea to connect all these systems to the
passenger information system and use the already existing systems for something extra.

exit detector
detects tram leaving the tram stop
clears the tram from the display

incoming detector
detects tram entering the tram stop

platform

interfaces to VETRA systems
interfaces to other signaling systems
gathering tram detection information
effective multi-purpose use of various systems

platform

information display
special LCD screen for outside applications
watertight and vandal-proof case
alternatives available

PIS control system
manages tram detection within the tram stop
provides information for the displays
communicates with the central server
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central server
gathers tram detection information
communicates with various signaling systems
provides data for the passenger information system

OTHER

SYSTEMS

One-track signaling system

Custom-made signaling systems

The last signaling system we would like to oﬀer you is
a safety signaling system for one-track operation which
can be very conveniently combined with Elektroline automatic switch control systems TSC.

We can never put all diﬀerent modiﬁcations and combinations of the signaling system in one document. If you
have not found here what you are looking for, we are
always happy to consult a custom-made solution with
you and to design the system according to your requirements.

The system is based on combination of resonant track
circuits and Elektroline tram-to-wayside communication
system VETRA.
The system automatically detects incoming trams and
ensures that a conﬂicting movement of two trams going
against each other never occurs.
The system is equipped with history memory log which
permanently saves all data from the operation and enables even remote diagnostics via internet connection.
Custom-made stop/proceed signals are permanently
monitored by the signaling system. The system is immediately blocked in case of failure of any critical component.

We have our own team of software and hardware engineers with many experiences from tramway networks
all over the World always available for you and your
queries.
In Elektroline, we understand that our work is not ﬁnished by installing the system. We are always here for
you to help you with any requests you may have. We
provide both online support as well as maintenance
support on place or expert training of your maintenance
workers. After all, it is our best reward when you are satisﬁed with your new Elektroline signaling system.

Design

Delivery

Installation

Support

Expert design of special
signaling system applications together with ongoing high-tech development processes

High quality and ecological friendly manufacturing processes with focus
on continuous education
of people

Professional installation
even in demanding conditions done by Elektroline experts with Worldwide experiences

Outstanding
after-sale
support for all situations
guarantees immediate
professional help anywhere at any time
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CHOSEN

REFERENCE PROJECTS

Blackpool, United Kingdom, 2009-2011
O switch point control systems
(SIL 3)
O VETRA tram-to-wayside
communication system
O tram priority system
O depot signaling system
O point machines (electrohydraulic and mechanical)

Szeged, Hungary, 2008-2011
O switch point control systems
O PRIPAT tram-to-wayside
communication system
O tram priority system
O depot signaling system
O point machines (electrohydraulic and mechanical)
O automatic switch heating
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Gaziantep, Turkey, 2010-2011
O semi-automatic depot control system
O VETRA tram-to-wayside
communication system
O tram priority system
O point machines (electrohydraulic and mechanical)

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2010 - 2011
O semi-automatic depot control system
O automatic washing management system
O custom-made real-time
visualization
O including fail-safe track
circuits BRC

Prague, Czech Republic, 1992-2011

The Hague, Netherlands, 2008-2011

O switch point control systems
O fully-automatic depot control system
O PRIPAT tram-to-wayside
communication system
O automatic switch heating
O point machines
O nonstop 24/7 maintenance

O switch point control systems
(SIL 3)
O point machines (electrohydraulic)

Milano, Italy, 2011
O semi-automatic depot control system
O point machine (electrohydraulic)

Athens, Greece, 2007
O terminal station automatic
signaling system
O point machines (electrohydraulic and mechanical)
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Elektroline Inc.
K Ládví 20
184 00 Prague 8
Czech Republic
phone: +420 284 021 111
fax: +420 284 021 119
e-mail: info@elektroline.cz
www.elektroline.cz

